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1. Guide to consulting this document
1.1 The Whitepaper in short
The term Whitepaper or white paper refers to a document useful to represent in detail the solution to a problem.
Normally it originates from the realization of a project useful to solve the problem.

With the advent of Bitcoin, Blockchain, Decentralization, Altcoin and ICO, the production of these documents has
grown dramatically!
The new and more creative Whitepaper, in many cases, was even preferred to the traditional Business Plan.

Originally, the so-called "white paper" contained summarily the description of a problem and the proposal for a
solution.
Over time, however, a real standardization and structuring of the contents has taken place: in many cases a form
of Business Plan is also included.

Crypto Hide Coin as well as presenting itself as an evolutionary technology, is also an alternative and emerging
philosophy.
This project talks about innovation and in the Whitepaper it started to apply a different scheme from the one
commonly found in other projects: let's see why.

The common denominator of all Whitepapers is the exposure of the problem and the proposal of a potential
solution: this is the only part that exists in common!
Crypto Hide Coin's Whitepaper differs from other projects as it does not fix an exact term, but requires continuous
developments over time (Open Project).
For this reason the canonical Vision is not accompanied by a roadmap.
Crypto Hide Coin Whitepaper provides a schedule of commitments for the current year.
The traditional Whitepaper is then replaced by a "yearbook" of white books.

Inside each year will be explained the original problem, the proposed solution, what has been done, what is
currently available, how the system works, what was promised the previous year, what were the differences (and
why are), what is the direction the project is undertaking and finally the new promise for the following year.

I would like to point out that this document refers to the position of the project for the year 2019: this is the first
Whitepaper drawn up.
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1.2 This document
This document was written by the European Crypto Move Entity project team.
The date of completion of this document is December 27, 2018.
The version of this document is 1.

1.3 Disclamer
This document may contain errors in translation, content or inaccuracies.
By continuing with the reading, you accept the possibility that some information may not be correct.
The citations contained below have been made by virtue of the fact they refer to products and / or persons in the
public domain.
Any inaccuracy, omission or error can be reported by writing to info@cryptohidecoin.com
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2. The problem
2.1 The most important of the last decade
The technological actor who has distinguished himself in the last decade has been without a doubt the Blockchain.
Thanks to Bitcoin, today, we can benefit from this brilliant invention.
The Blockchain makes it possible to decentralize those functions that once were the undisputed domain of banks,
institutions, organizations or governments.
Functions that today, thanks to the Blockchain, are absolved by anyone on the internet.
It is carried out through a dense network of peer-to-peer computers and an unchanging shared central register.
Moreover, to date, it has been used in the financial sector even though technically it can be used in any other
discipline.
The system is brilliant but it is not without defects!
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2.2 The blockchain in short
When we talk about Blockchain or block chain we talk about a system useful to organize information in a sequential
and immutable way.
The main characteristic of a blockchain is that it does not store data on a single computer (or server).
All information is contained within a network of computers connected to each other.
These processors are called nodes.
Each new information, to be added to the chain, must be verified and approved by a certain percentage of
computers on the network (of nodes).
Normally 51%; this technique is called Proof-of-work.
Once the quorum of the approvals is reached, a real "well" is released about the guarantee of the integrity of the
information and the new block is added to the chain.
All new information is then queued in a register called Ledger.

Not everyone knows, however, that the invention of the Blockchain dates back to 1991 at the hands of a group of
researchers.
It was initially designed to mark digital documents so that it was not possible to back them up or tamper with
them.
This technique, however, was set aside for the following years in favor of the combination of digital signature /
time stamp which proved to be more efficient.

This type of technology has returned to the spotlight thanks to Satoshi Nakamoto in 2009.
He used it to realize Bitcoin: a system that adds to the exchange of money the concept of decentralization.
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2.3 The role of the community
The actors involved (users) with the blockchain are of two types: the users of the service and the active
components of the operation (miners).
The users of the service notoriously pay a "fee" (a commission) to repay the cost of validating the transactions.
The circle closes with the active component, or even known as Miners, which through a complex process of solving
mathematical puzzles allows you to create new blocks and archive transactions within the Ledger.
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2.4 The Blockchain system is not entirely perfect
The described scenario seems perfect: transparency, security, decentralization, etc.
Unfortunately, just perfect is not!

Let's see what we do not share:

1. The blockchain data file is always redundant in all nodes.
The blockchain provides that every operation is always present.
Therefore, the dimension grows progressively.
This makes it less and less feasible to download and control it.
In important currencies such as Bitcoin we are talking about over 200 GB of data.
2. The transactions to be verified need time and this means that, unlike centralized transactions, they are
not immediate.
3. A transaction, to be considered valid, requires approval of at least 51% of the nodes.
This means that in small and less known blockchain of Bitcoin, a large player, it could manipulate
transactions.
4. At the base of the blockchain there is the transparency of the operations.
This is a good thing but it is also a sore point: anyone can know the information of another wallet
(wallet).
5. In order to validate a transaction, the "Miners" must carry out particularly demanding calculations that
are creating serious problems in the world of energy consumption.
6. Each transaction is subject to payment of a "Fee" (commission).
These commissions are often proportionately higher than those applied by any financial institution.
7. Since there is no organization that answers on behalf of the blockchain, in case of problems, or in case
of need it is not possible to have contact references
8. Being a free system, the aspects related to the security of your account (wallet), are left to the user.
Often security management or maintenance in many cases is cumbersome or otherwise reserved for an
audience of experienced users
9. The value of cryptocurrencies is based on trust.
Since there are no parameters of reference and not anchored to any objective factor, the value tends to
be unstable and often volatile
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3. The Vision
3.1 The blockchain as a starting point
In conclusion the Blockchain is a system that is nothing short of brilliant with almost infinite horizons.
We believe this concept deserves improvement.
This project proposes an alternative revision or if we want to evolve.

We are convinced that it is possible to increase the efficiency of the world of cryptocurrencies as well as the whole
universe that revolves around us.
To do this it is necessary to completely rethink the whole model: we must observe it from a different perspective.

3.2 What needs to be changed
We are sure that the concept of "mining" needs to be rethought that, beyond reasonable doubt, is destroying the
energy reserves of the entire planet.
Secondly, the same concept of redundancy and approval of transactions must be reformulated.
Even the concept of privacy must certainly be redefined.
The costs of the operations must surely be reduced while the times of each single operation must be improved:
this to reduce the gap between traditional and decentralized offers.
The user must have access to an interlocutor, official documentation and / or assistance.
The system must be more flexible and customizable to the user's needs.
Finally, we must try to find a solution to mitigate the sudden fluctuations and polarisations of the market.
We need to put in place elements that counteract the volatility of the value of tokens; this is to encourage the
combination of trade with real economies as well as to limit the possibility of speculative actions.

This is what we expect from a decentralized system just outside the new decade.
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4. Our Solution
4.1 In concrete
To respond to the needs described we thought a system different from the common blockchain.
The technical architecture of this solution is layered on several levels (layers) as shown below:

Blockchain
and control
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Trustchain
of service

Node-1A
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Node-1B

Node2B

Node-3
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...

Proxy
X
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Cluster-2

Private
Blockchain

The organization is divided into five levels called Crypto Move Entity.
Through the combined and economical use of the resources present on each level, it is possible to offer the user
a modern user experience by balancing check, stability and efficiency for each service offered.
No doubt it is a different system from those we have been used to today.

The diagram that has been shown illustrates the modeling of an articulated and structured concept.
This type of system is applicable to any kind of exchange between the parties: be it a certified exchange (tracked
by blockchain) or a private exchange (direct transaction Peer-2-peer).
The system, ideally allows to exchange any type of component: whether they are coins, contracts, documents, etc.
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4.2 A completely revised model
This exchange system, the Crypto Move Entity is based on a pivotal element: the coin.
They represent a real fuel for the provision of premium services offered in the future by the platform.
The use of basic services remains in any case a free element for the user.

The system is designed to be User Minerless.
This means that the user does not have the right to produce coins.
The production of Coin is reserved only for development teams.
It serves to repay the maintenance of the infrastructure, to cover the costs of research and to offer the possibility
to the most active and deserving users (concept described below) to benefit from confidential opportunities.

The number of coins available on the platform is regulated and controlled by the platform itself.
The information is always available and available to the user through a special explorer.

The decision to make the User Minerless system (a concept similar to the one presented by any ICO) makes it
possible to eradicate the problem of abnormal energy consumption forever.
As there is no competition in the production of coins, no complex algorithms are necessary to win the coin reward.
As we will see, this is an eco-sustainable model: using Crypto Hide Coin there will never be more planetary energy
fading.

As we will see later, a redistribution plan (Equity Work Community) is foreseen for the platform communities.
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4.3 Redundancy on a human scale
Crypto Move Entity is based on a parent-level blockchain designed to guarantee the level of exchange between
the clusters registered and authorized by the system.
Each node is autonomous and redundant (in clusters) to guarantee almost infinite scalability and security for each
service rendered.

The TrustChain allows you to manage the degree of privacy desired by users for the completion of transactions.
No user information will be stored in the Blockchain or in the Trustchain unless strictly necessary for the operation
requested.
The operating principle that has been exposed provides that the user (and only the user) will keep his own
resources locally: whether they are coins, documents, etc.
In all cases Crypto Move Entity will guarantee the authenticity of each exchange or any content: Privacy by design.

The TrustChain prevents data files shared between different nodes from developing large volumes.
The degree of redundancy (security) desired will be selectable by the user (self-grade security).
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4.4 Zeroed costs and extreme speeds
Crypto Move Entity provides a layer (layer) integrally dedicated to accelerating the speed of each transaction: A
battery of Proxy nodes always operational.
In this way the transactions will take place in real time and there will be greater segregation between the
Trustchain and the user requests.
The Proxy Layer provides a basic cache that will contain a lot of information useful for completing the transactions.
This will speed up every transaction: ideal for commercial exchanges or for transactions where immediacy is
required.
A prioritization scheduling system allows you to better manage the most urgent operations from the most
negligible ones.
In this way the user will contribute to the optimization of the general traffic of the system.

Through the adoption of a Minerless system it is possible to benefit from free transactions among the users of the
community.
Goodbye expensive fees: exchanging coins, signing documents, sending messages, signing contracts, registering
content will no longer be a transaction subject to payment.

The user will only pay for the provision of premium services or additional services offered by third-party
companies.
Through the adoption of this model, the costs of decentralized operations will be competitive even with the central
server systems: only benefits without having to compromise!
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4.5 The official entry
Another aspect out of the chorus is that the different development teams will publish official content directly on
the official channels.
This is also an analogy with the ICOs rather than the native ones (except for Ripple and Ethereum).
As a rule, a coin should be assigned to communities that enrich the content in full wiky style.
We are convinced that the presence of an official voice is useful for this technology.
This will favor the user in finding information.
This will encourage influencers and bloggers to find useful material for their own reflections and / or writing their
own articles.
The same goes for the technical support that will be available directly from the App.

4.6 Greater functionality and flexibility of DApps
The platform has been designed to meet the modern needs expected by users .
Furthermore, a glance has also been addressed to what will be the possibilities for future developments.
For this reason, the core lends itself well to the addition of advanced features.
The system is set up so that it can be integrated within it a model owner of an intelligent contract (smart
contract) that will vertically increase the opportunitiesin the enterprise .

A key feature of systems based on Crypto Move Entity is
customization : security , confidentiality is transparency .

to offer

the

user the

degree

of

Systems based on Crypto Move Entity they can be extended and developed over time: there is no strict setting at
the base.
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4.7 Useful strategy for mitigation of fluctuations in value
Always one of the most ancient problems warned by those who approach the world of
crypto currencies is probably the absolute absence of stability in trade.
This is determined by numerous factors.
This is because it is almost impossible to ensure that a cryptocurrency can stabilize its own measurement of
its relationship with counterparties (except in the cases of Stablecoin which are specially designed for this
purpose ).

However, in conceiving the philosophy of Crypto Hide Coin we tried to add a "gene" in charge of contributing to
the cause.
The policy of redistribution of the coin products goes towards the indicated direction .

The strategy we have thought of it is based on a simple principle : the generation of new coins will support the
development of IT projects connected to the platform.
The presence of and the services that have been incurred will attract the 'attention of users, which in turn will
bring a greater number of resources available.
In short, more services will support Crypto Hide Coin plus Crypto Hide Coin will be able to benefit from
resources to fund new projects.
A vicious circle that should, over time, contribute to lowering the sudden fluctuations of the market more and
more.

This choice is certainly not the solution to the problem but helps to support the cause.
Minor will be the sudden changes in value and the greater will be the approach to the commercial world.
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5. The history of this project
5.1 Brief history of the origins to today
The technology Crypto Move Entity is the brainchild of Vietnamese engineer Ocs H. Wayniss in early 2011 during
his university career .
In the three-year period 2012-2013, the first project was developed containing the first cues of some embryonic
components .
During the two-year period 2014-2015, the first prototype (in alpha version) was developed and used only in the
regions of Southeast Asia.
During the two-year period 2016-2017, the first stable version (beta version) of the system was put in place.
In the year 2018 its dissemination began a leopard spot to spread even within the European perimeter .
Simultaneously, also it born localization in some language and the creation of the first social groups, items, etc.
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6. Crypto Hide Coin
6.1 The first implementation
The first implementation of the Crypto Move Entity platform is represented by Crypto Hide Coin or a
newly developed cryptocurrency .
A working prototype , albeit still experimental (in beta edition) , is already usable through the web
channel official : https://www.cryptohidecoin.org
Precisely Crypto Hide Coin is a European fork of its Asian alter ego, also in beta.

Through this platform it is possible to create one or more wallets and exchange coins.
The client application is currently available only for Microsoft Windows environment .
Implements the proprietary transmission protocol CHPv_1

Future developments of this platform will allow the use of this application on each device .
Development is taken care of directly by the two development teams : both Asian that europe or .
I n future is expected to release the source code to allow users to be able to make the desired implementations.

The feature of this system is that the coins ( which are the contents) are stored offline and precisely in the user's
device.
This through a private blockchain .
This peculiarity guarantees the maximum degree of privacy to the user .

The
only
information
that is
the control filaments that guarantee integrity of the wallet and contents.

available on Trustchain are

All information regarding the 'statement of account, the balance, and personal information will always remain
entrenched in the perimeter of the user's device.
To paraphrase some famous slogans we could say: << what happens in your wallet stays in your wallet >> .
The coin exchange takes place through the exchange of messages between nodes in Peer-to-peer mode .
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The Wallet management software does not include any costs (fees) for the operations carried out.
This application has no time or functionality limits.

The software , although still embryonic, represents the future of the generalized certification / exchange /
communication system.
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7. Fundraising
7.1 The necessary funds
Many times the desire to realize your project it can
find imaginative stratagems to find financial resources .

be so

strong as

to push

the

proponent to

Luckily in many other cases it is possible to choose alternative routes : inventiveness, good will , good
intentions and many good friends often make the difference .

Until
today the
whole
platform
and voluntary of i numerous supporters.

has been carried

on thanks

to

the contribution generous

However, not always the generous goodwill is sufficient .
Over the years it was necessary to carry out small collections funds to finance the study process for the
construction of prototypes, for Servers leasing, underwriting services, domain registration, etc.
For this reason the commitment offered by each volunteer has been reciprocated by offering coin generated by
the system.
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7.2 The new methods used for fundraising
In full spirit with the innovative process , also the self - financing model has been rethought .
It , in fact, it shows marked differences with other models : ICO, DAICO, etc.

D i Below are two models that are proposed by other criptovalute and highlights the differences besides the
motivation that motivated us to undertake this road :

Fundraising Model ICO - the proponent presents a project through a W hitepaper .
A ceiling of funds is requested needed (cap) , a time frame is defined within which the project will be carried
out (roadmap) and a starting price is established for each single token (COIN) supplied in exchange .
Supporters , with their contribution will receive in return a precise number of COIN representatives of the
project .
Once the "cap" is reached , the team will start the development and get to work.
Once the project is completed , users will be able to take advantage of the promised features through the use of
coins .
Another possibility is that will be able to resell their COINs by earning (or in many cases losing).
But these projects are not always the center : the eight cases out of ten failures occur both for managerial
incapacity and for fraud, contrary market, etc.

Fundraising
Model DA ICO to
try
to
resolve
the
longstanding
or of 'managerial incompetence was introduced a different fundraising model.

problem

of

fraud

It binds the release of funds to user reviews via the coin .
This model leaves the possibility for the team to block funding if the team does not meet the commitments
undertaken.
However, this model has not been very successful .

These two models exhibited always include three phases:




The fundraising phase
The implementation phase of the initiative
The phase in which the initiative becomes a service .
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7.3 A different crownfound model
Crypto Hide Coin has undertaken a fundraising model diametrically opposite to the two just proposed .
This model has been baptized with the name of STRAIGHT DEAL.

It does not provide a distinction between the three phases:
L a fundraising does not have a term
L a realization begins the same day of fundraising (and to generate new coins)
The user every day can experience the innovations introduced.

The coins are used to benefit from the functionality of the service that becomes more concrete every day ( Utility
Token ).
Therefore, they are acquired and combined.
Everyday the value of new coin issues is recalculated based on the degree of completeness and interest shown by
the communities .
The more the system is close to being full compliance with the promises d el W hitepaper the more the value of
the new coin emissions will be high.
This method allows anyone to make his own contribution (of any kind) and in return he will exchange the tokens .
In this way there is no room for false illusions or unfulfilled promises.
G users will immediately have them the opportunity to exchange their coin and this allows not having to wait a
long time if you change your mind.

We believe that this model is beneficial to everyone and leaves no room for opportunists .
No more sophisticated investigations behind the presentation of an initiative, it is no longer necessary to follow
experts or advisors , opinions of analysts or having to be guided by trust.
The problem of managerial incapacity or scams is solved in the bud !

The project is carried out every day,
philosophy and get money in exchange .

everyone

can
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make

their

contribution if

they share

the
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7.4 The structure of the Token
Following is the structure of the token:
Data referring to 31/12/2018
Token name
Token type
Short name Token
Symbol
Creation mode
Wallet Type
Number of distribuited coins
Numero of new daily coins
Maximum number of coins that
can be created

Crypto Hide Coin
CHPv_1
CHCS
§
User unminerless
Digitized / Offline
211.000.000
50.000 – 100.000
Unlimited
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7.4 The policy of redistributing the coins
One of the aspects of diversification of this project compared to the other proposals consists in the policy
of redistribution of the coin.
During the decade we have just passed, all cryptocurrencies have kept unchanged the mechanism redistribution
of the coin : give the computer a prize faster!
Yes, because every token provides that the only one system available to the user to get coin is to enter into
competition with other users by jostling with their "supercomputer".
Complex mathematical puzzles (mining) they must solve to earn a small fraction of a coin.

This rule applies to all other projects but it is NOT part of the creed of Crypto Hide Coin.
We do not consider it fair and just a policy that is expensive for the planet's energy resources.
For this reason we have conceived a philosophy alternative.
Our wish is that the stimulus provided helps to shuffle the cards in the panorama of cryptocurrencies.

Let's see how it works:
1. Coins can only be generated by the team. Users do not have this option
2. The new coin products will be distributed according to the following the percentage allocations

Breakdown of new issues coin

20; 20%

Asian research and development
team (10%)

10; 10%
10; 10%

20; 20%

European coordination team (10%)

20; 20%

Infrastructure costs / maintenance
of nodes (20%)
Community of information and
dissemination (20%)

20; 20%

Development of related projects
(20%)
Marketing projects for
dissemination (20%)
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7.5 Details about the breakdown
Below is a detail of the voices mentioned in the previous point.

%
10

Asian CORE research and development team

Percentage of coin dedicated to the research and development team

10

America / Europe / Africa coordination team

Percentage of coin as a contribution to the activities of the
America/Europe/Africa coordination team.
The serve to stipulate the coordination and management of the activites of
all the other groups.

20

Infrastructure costs / maintenance of nodes

This percentage is reserved to reward the costs of registering domains,
renting equipment, subscribing services.
This fee allows you to offer free services to users.

20

Community of information and dissemination

Percentage of coin redistributed to communities/users (social, websites,
blogs, forums, evangelists, talk sponsorships, etc.) that carry out the activity
of dissemination, localization, information and aggregation of users.

20

Development of related projects

Coin reserved for development groups that are responsible for creating
applications and / or services connected to the Crypto Move Entity world
or accepting payment of their services in Crypto Hide Coin.

10

Marketing and dissemination projects

Coin reserved for Marketing and technology diffusion projects.

10

Support and support community

Percentage of coin redistributed to communities/users (social, websites,
blogs, forums, apps, etc.) that provide assistance and support to users.
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7.6 Partition strategy
As mentioned, every day the Asian team makes the generation of new coins that are added to
those already existing.
They are distributed according to the percentages described in point 7.5

The chosen principle is clear: eliminate mining in favor of an optimization de l coin generation process and
intelligent redistribution.
End of mathematical challenges between computers: from today will be the most active users to be rewarded in
coin.

Some examples:
You are a moderator of a forum dedicated to Crypto Hide Coin and help users ? You deserve a reward...
Have you written an article that will spread the technology of Crypto Hide Coin? You deserve the coin...
Have you made a video explaining how Crypto Hide Coin works? You deserve the coin...
Have you created a Telegram group that talks about Crypto Hide Coin? You deserve the coin...
Have you invited a friend to try Crypto Hide Coin? You deserve both of the coins...
Have you created an app that allows you to view statistics on Crypto Hide Coin? You deserve support...

We have get the idea; the commitment to the promotion, development, dissemination and support of technology
is rewarded.
Moreover, unlike the ICOs, the new coins are NOT sold by the
distributed only to users who have reported behaviors worthy of note.

development

team :

they

are

Anyone can join the Crypto Hide Coin community.
Anyone can contribute to the Crypto Move Entity technology.

Furthermore, this strategy has a dual purpose.
Encouraging the development of new software applications related to the project allows the technology to be
expanded.
A richer content platform will allow users to use their own coins.
More options will have the user to use their coins and more will be encouraged to participate in the improvement
of the platform and so on.

This vicious circle will serve as a flywheel for the stability of trade between Crypto Hide Coin and its counterparts.
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7.7 The donations received
The table below lists the value of the donations in fiat currency received by the Asian / European team.
The contributions are summarized by year of relevance:

Year
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

Contributions/Donations
received
€ 72,16
€ 350,32
€ 379,60
€ 408,80
€ 438,00
€ 467,20
€ 1.907,42
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8. The 2019 horizon
8.1 The commitments undertaken for the current year
As anticipated n she guides the consultation of this document, the following have been reported and the
promises of various teams throughout the course of the year 2019:

Period
First two months

Second two months

Commitment
Creation of the connected project development team.
They
will
be defined agreements useful
to the
selection, implementation, contributions
distribution,
management and
evaluation of IT projects related to technology Crypto Crypto Hide and Move
Entity Coin.

Creation

of

teams and

definition

of

agreements

for

the

creation

of local communitiesand social spaces
End of first semester
Fourth month
Fifth two month
Sixth month

Creation and publication of client wallet for Microsoft Windows open source
Protocol extension to support wallet functions for third-party access authorization
Recognition users who have made donations online
Web wallet creation functions

March 2019

May 2019

July 2019

Creation Team selection of
linked projects

Creation of connected
community support teams

Open Source Wallet Client
Presentation

End 2019

November 2019

Web Wallet creation
function

System of recognition of
users who made
contributions / donations
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September 2019
Protocol extension for thirdparty authorization support

8.2 Ste state of the art
At present, Crypto Hide Coin is still a project that is at an embryonic stage.
It is, without a doubt, a very good emerging criptovalute promise in the world but at the moment it is to be
considered as a DEMO COIN.

A greater contribution would be needed to deploy the project completely.
At present, the request for financing and / or the use of self-financing models other than the one described above
is not contemplated.

Therefore, the developments related to the year 2019 will be awaited to better understand the effective times for
faster and more marked growth.

Always at the end of the year 2019 the infrastructures useful for the exchange between private individuals will be
realized.

Through the official channels (and the communities) information about the progress of the project in progress will
be sent out.
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8.4 Find the coin
I coin they are produced by the Asian team without the sales purposes.
They are distributed to the communities according to the rules already described in point 7.4

Part of the coin products, are recognized as a gadget to anyone who makes a donation to the team.

The exchange of coins occurs freely among users.
This exchange takes place in encrypted mode end-to-end principle through the Crypto Hide Coin circuit.
The exchange provisions can be ordered through the use of the client application.

The finding of coins is currently only possible contacting members of the different communities .
It is not possible to buy or sell coins in dedicated marketing channels.
To date, the coins are freely traded in web markets , forums and announcements, auctions.

To promote dissemination, we will use the official website to highlight the points at which users exchange coins.
We therefore invite our interlocutors to report to us websites and web services that host discussions related to
the exchange so that we can update the list.
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8.5 Conclusions
In this document, for the first time , the blockchain was placed as a secondary element .
Up to now it has always been the central point of every project.
Crypto Move Entity and Crypto Hide Coin they pose it as a part of a more articulated architecture.

Aficionados of vintage and purists of criptovalute they probably do not share this choice.
One thing is certain: the blockchain is not an immutable dogma and move its centrality is not sin.
On the contrary, we invite anyone to reflect that, thanks to this project, the role of the blockchain has even taken
on a more important role: it has become like the wheel.

We reiterate that the Crypto Move Entity technology is a very valid alternative to traditional cryptocurrencies
(Bitcoin and Altcoin).
Crypto Hide Coin is a green exchange method: friend of the planet!
Crypto Hide Coin is a more efficient system than a traditional cryptocurrency as it optimizes publicly shared
resources.
Crypto Hide Coin allows immediate transactions: no latency time.
Crypto Hide Coin elects the concept of Wallet from a simple wallet to multi-purpose collector.
Crypto Hide Coin fully respects your privacy.
Crypto Hide Coin supports the development of IT projects.
Crypto
Hide
Coin through
of new business opportunities.

the

contribution

of

the Trustchain

will allow

the

creation

Crypto Hide Coin allows you to reduce the costs of digital exchanges.
Crypto Hide Coin promotes community development as an alternative to computer power competitions.
Crypto Hide Coin will offer the choice of the user in configuring the parameters of privacy, security and
transparency.

For these reasons and for many others, we believe this technology can make the world a better place.
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8.6 Contacts
Here are some contact references:

Asian team

cryptohidecoin@gmail.com

European team

info@cryptohidecoin.com

Official website

https://www.cryptohidecoin.com

Official Italian facebook page
Italian Community of information
Private Italian market exchanges
Channel Youtube
(work in progress)

https://www.facebook.com/cryptohidecoin
https://www.facebook.com/groups/cryptohidecoincommunityit
https://www.facebook.com/groups/mercatinocryptohidecoin
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCvGM_gHwOqze5q7CnLykCCw
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8.7 Donate
As already mentioned, the financing model is different from ICO and / or DAICO.
Project teams accept no donations and contributions for the development of the initiative.

Therefore, if the reading of this document believe that the project is worthy of help you can contribute in
many ways: by spreading the initiative, joining the community or simply endo offer us a beer ... the team will be
grateful!

Our direct references are:

PayPal
Bitcoin Wallet
Ethereum Wallet

https://www.paypal.me/cryptohidecoin
14GzeFik5Cy6oyZ5UpaHUioU8VH3zafgpW
0x0aA29B22b7A6C134b8ccf9E3E9EA52Ee4609FDa5

For each donation received, some Crypto Hide Coin will be paid by way of thanks.
Once
the
payment has
been
made,
just
contact
us at
the
official
address info@cryptohidecoin.com specifying the details of the payment and the address of your wallet.
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Crypto Hide Coin is not money
Crypto Hide Coin is not a financial investment

WHO SUPPORTS THESE IS MISTAKES

Crypto Hide Coin is a Information Technology tool
Crypto Hide Coin is an innovative project

The avoid confuse technology with financial instruments: the are two different things!
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